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The.Good Guys Good Guys is an American action/comedy television series broadcast on the NBC Television network from

September 14 to October 7, 2003. It was created by Michael R. Perry and Judd Ehrlich, and starred Judd Hirsch as Jack Kopas,
a former Secret Service agent who had to come out of retirement to rescue his daughter, the President of the United States,

from a terrorist. The series was NBC's highest-rated comedy series of the 2003-2004 season in the 18-34 demographic. NBC
cancelled the show after one season, though the second season was in production. The show's cancellation was considered one of
the surprising results of the 2004-2005 television season by many network executives. Cast and characters Main Judd Hirsch as

Jack Kopas, the former Secret Service agent who must protect the president from various threats Enrico Colantoni as Virgil
Czerni, the head of the Secret Service detail (Season 1: "The Package") Brian Coradini as Maj. Logan Arno, an Army Ranger-

turned-agent-turned-political-campaigner (Season 1: "Scavenger Hunt") Diana-Maria Riva as Dr. Megan Kopas, Jack's sister and
the president's daughter (Season 1) Romano Orzari as Lucio Morello, the Italian mayor's son with an appetite for destruction,

who befriends Jack (Season 2) John Schneider as Danny Savat, a former soldier turned general (Season 2) Recurring Paul Rhys
as Sykes, a secret agent and subordinate of Jack (Season 1) Nathan Lane as Jimmy, an ex-agent, father of Chris, with whom

Jack used to be friendly (Season 1) David Alan Grier as Chris, a former agent, son of Jimmy, who has become an alcoholic and
estranged from his father (Season 1) Joan Collins as Lady Ronnie Paxton, the President's Democratic opponent (Season 1)

Episodes DVD release On May 22, 2006, Shout! Factory released Good Guys - Volume 1 on DVD in Region
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A: You are not providing a Maven build. If you don't have it, then you have to change the packaging of your project to war.
Because you have it set to jar and not war, Maven is not packaging your project as a war and as such the generated JAR is not

accessible from the internet. I just re-checked your project and I had this issue when I forgot to change the packaging to war. So
change it to war, delete the JAR in your local repository, then re-run Maven again. You might get the same error again. Then
remove the JAR from your local repository and re-run Maven, but this time change the packaging to war. If you do that, it
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